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Tracking expert Jim Lowery distills his remarkable expertise, gained over decades of intensive

research and practical field experience, into this comprehensive field guide to tracking North

American mammals. He fully illustrates it with hundreds of drawings and high-resolution

photographs, setting a new standard for books on tracking.
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â€œJimâ€™s book represents a valuable addition to tracking literature.Â It is a wealth of natural

history information gained from long hours observing animals in the field. For those wishing to

expand their knowledge of mammals in the wild, Jim's book warrants long and careful

study.â€•â€”James C. Halfpenny, PhD, president of A Naturalistâ€™s Worldâ€œJim Lowery has

written a superb field guide based on a lifetime of tracking experience and thousands of hours

instructing students in the art and science of this ancient skill. The information he presents is highly

insightful and guaranteed to enrich your own journey in tracking.â€”Bill Marple, director of tracking at

Tom Brown Jrâ€™s Tracker School and founder of Earth Voices Â â€œThe Trackerâ€™s Field

Guide is a truly helpful work of art! Gratitude to Jim Lowery for his user friendly and inviting

presentation of the complex and magical world of tracking and connecting to the natural

world.â€•â€”Jon Young, author of What the Robin Knows and founder of the 8 Shields InstituteÂ â€œ

His formula â€¦ is a combination of good photographs, concise drawings and illustrations, wreathed

with prose thatâ€™s uncompromisingly clear and utterly unaffected. Perusing this book produces an



uncanny feel that you stand beside someone on a trail, who is pointing at tracks with a twig and

making laconic observations.â€•â€”San Francisco ChronicleÂ â€œ[T]his practical guide includes

everything trackers need to make sense of signs and understand an animalâ€™s life

story.â€•â€”Book NewsÂ â€œBased on real, scientific field experience, this book is an invaluable

resource for anyone studying animal tracking around the world.â€•â€”Chris Chisholm, The Wolf

Camp and Wolf College

Venture into an animal's life story through its tracks and signs. More than simply determining where

an animal crossed the road, tracking can lead to a study of how the animal uses its habitat, how it

travels, where it feeds or hunts, how it breeds and raises its young, and how it survives. In this book,

leading tracking expert Jim Lowery distills his remarkable expertise, gained over decades of

intensive research and practical field experience, into a comprehensive field guide to tracking North

American mammals. Fully illustrated with hundreds of drawings and high-resolution photographs,

The Tracker's Field Guide sets a new standard for books on tracking. This easy-to-use guide

features:Clearly written descriptions plus photos and illustrations of scats, tracks, and gait

patternsEasy-to-use track measurements for each animal Tips on proper track interpretation

techniqueNotes on the behavior and habitat of each mammal A glossary of tracking

termsQuick-reference summary pages at the back of the bookA tough, water-resistant cover and

extra-durable binding made to withstand the rigors of field use

I took a desert wildlife tracking class with Jim Lowery, and it was amazing. This book is truly

comprehensive, with photos, examples of gait, and measurements. Love it.

one of the best

Great book.

My 11 year old son was thrilled!!

Second edition is really good update of a classic text. First editions are not affordable because of

demand. Now they are purely collectors' interest as this book makes the information available for

everyone again.



I think this well help my grandchildren ID animals in the wild and teach them about the out doors.

like this book lots of pictures helpful insight

Well laid out, easy to follow, great information.
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